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engaged on such a study of the linguistic and other material
which has led him to views in conflict with the conclusion I
have here stated somewhat summarily. As regards the
Murra, however, it seems to me that Major Cheesman's sug-
gestion must be dismissed as untenable. He did not himself
profess to be an Arabic scholar, and his difficulty in under-
standing his Murra acquaintances may safely be attributed
to the fact that the Badawin of Arabia have not attuned their
conversational ideas to the prosaic standards of the modern
world. They still think and speak in poetical terms, in proof
of which I may quote a sentence from the conversation of
the Marri, Muhammad ibn Humaiyid, on the very march
whose* incidents I am recording : There came life (i.e. rain),
said he, in the autumn but the cold has burned it (i.e. the
herbage) up. In the realm of thought the Arabian nomad—
and to some extent also the Arabian townsman—is poles
apart from the sophisticated product of Western systems of
education, and the influence of religion on conversation is
as clearly marked in the Arabia of to-day as it was in the
England of the Puritans.
It was at this stage of our march that we collected two
more recruits for our expedition from the camp of the Rashid
subsection, to which Zayid and 'All had turned aside to
engage their services. The new men, Muhammad ibn Rashid
and 5 Ali al Buhaihi, increased our total Marri strength to six
and were specifically engaged as herdsmen to watch over our
beasts at the pastures. They would ride any available camel,
generally perched on the top of baggage, and no specific
payment was stipulated for. They would just take their
chance of my bounty like the rest and, in so doing, they did
relatively better for themselves than some of their more
distinguished fellows. But they worked hard and the lad
Muhammad, in particular, was to prove a great asset to
our expedition.
Our route lay over typical Mdrbakh country—a flattish,
.sandy tract with a profusion of dried-up grasses and some
scattered bushes. A diversion was created by the appearance
of a pair of vultures,1 at which Ibn Humaiyid had an un-

